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Caesium titanium alum, CsTi~SO4!2•12H2O, is ab alum and exhibits a large trigonal field and a
dynamic Jahn–Teller effect. Exact calculations of the linear2T2^e Jahn–Teller coupling show that
in the strictS6 site symmetry the ground multiplet consists of a Kramers doublet 2G6 with magnetic
splitting factorsgi51.1 andg'50, aG4G5 doublet at;60 cm21 with gi52.51 andg'50.06 and
anotherG4G5 doublet at;270 cm21 with gi51.67 andg'51.83. The controversialg values
observed below 4.2 K,gi51.25 andg'51.14, are shown to arise from low symmetry distortions.
These distortions couple the vibronic levels and induce into the ground state the off-diagonal axial
Zeeman interaction that exists between the first excited and the ground vibronic levels. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~97!01804-7#

I. INTRODUCTION

Crystals of caesium titanium alum, CsTi~SO4!2•12H2O
~abbreviated as CsTiS!, have the cubic space group Pa3 with
four equivalent Ti31 ions in the unit cell. The nominally
octahedral complex ion, Ti~H2O!6

31 , is slightly compressed
along the molecular trigonal axis that lies along one of the
body diagonals of the unit cell. The site symmetry at the Ti31

ion isS6 and the fractional atomic coordinates of the sulphur
atoms identify the CsTiS alum to be of theb modification.1

The paramagnetism and, in particular, the magneticg
values of CsTiS have been an unresolved problem for more
than forty years.2–7 Unlike the electron paramagnetic reso-
nance~EPR! of Ti31 doped into ana alum such as RbAlS8

where twelve magnetically inequivalent sites were observed
and correspond to one chemical species with rhombic sym-
metry, the single crystal EPR of CsTiS indicated one chemi-
cal species of trigonal symmetry withgi51.25 and
g'51.14.3 The large linewidth of the EPR lines, about 250
gauss, and the variation of the magnetic susceptibility at low
temperatures indicated the presence of low lying paramag-
netic states.3

If the trigonal field that lifts the degeneracy of thet2
d-orbitals of the Ti31 ions has a positive sign,
y5E(t2x0)2E(t2x6) is greater than zero, then the ground
Kramers doublet inS6 symmetry has the symmetry classifi-
cation (t2x6

1 )2T2(2G6) where we use the complex trigonal
basis fort2 orbitals

9 and the double group notation of Koster
et al.10

The 2G6 doublet transforms as theMJ563
2 components

of angular momentumJ5 3
2 and hasg'50. Indeed, for Ti31

doped in Al2O3 wherey5700 cm21 the observedg values
aregi51.07 andg';0.0.11 Thegi value differs appreciably
from the prediction of the static ligand field model that gives
to first order,gi(2G6)5222Kz'0.5, whereKz is the effec-
tive orbital reduction factor for the (t2

1) 2T2 multiplet. The
explanation of this discrepancy as well as accounting for the
energies of the low-lying vibronic states at 38 cm21 and 108
cm21 was a major success for Ham’s effective Hamiltonian
treatment of the2T2^e Jahn–Teller problem.11,12

Since for positivey the ground state of the Ti31 ion will
always remain 2G6 with g'50, the early attempts to account
for g'51.14 in CsTiS employed a negative value ofy. The
2G6 ground state hasg'50 by symmetry, regardless of
whether there is Jahn–Teller coupling operating or not. The
earlier work culminated in the paper by Shing and Walsh7

who proposed aG8^e Jahn–Teller coupling with a very
small trigonal field. This model was based on the assumption
that the spin–orbit coupling of the Ti31 ion breaks the
2T2(G81G7)^e coupling into G8^e and quenches the
pseudo Jahn–Teller coupling betweenG8 and the higher ly-
ing G7, whereG8 andG7 are spin–orbit components of

2T2 in
the cubic limit. This analysis is not valid because the spin–
orbit constant,z;120 cm21 in bound Ti~III !, is comparable
or even less than the Jahn–Teller stabilization energy that
has been observed in several Ti31 complexes.11,13,14

A new insight into the electronic structure of alums has
been revealed by the theoretical work of Daul and Goursot,15

the electronic Raman measurements of vanadium alums16

and by more recent x-ray and neutron diffraction structure
determinations.17–20 The work of Best, Forsyth, and
Tregenna-Piggott18–20 have been particularly definitive. All
CsMS alums with metal ions having the electronic configu-
ration, (t2

n) n,6, are b alums that are characterized by
M~III ! ions coordinated by planar water molecules. The OH2

planes are all rotated about the M–O bonds by;20° with
the sense that the oxygenpp lone pairs normal to the OH2
plane are tilted towards the trigonalz axis of the M~OH2!6

31

ion. The structure of CsTiS at 100 K1 is shown in Fig. 1~a!
displaying theS6 symmetry of the Ti~III ! site. The;20°
twist of the planar water molecules is midway between the
Th and the ‘‘all horizontal’’D3d symmetries.

19 The angular
overlap model shows that such a rotation generates a large
positive trigonal field,y.15

Consequently, the previous work on CsTiS has focused
on the wrong part of the ligand field energy diagram. Since
the trigonal splitting of thet2 orbitals ~see Sec. IV! is much
greater than the spin–orbit coupling of Ti31 or the Jahn–
Teller coupling, it is the trigonal field which tends to break
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2T2(
2E12A)^e coupling into2E^e and2A, and quenches

the pseudo-Jahn–Teller coupling between2E and the higher
lying 2A, whereE andA are the trigonal orbital species of
the T2 parent. Figure 1~b! shows a schematic hierarchy of
perturbations to thed electronic levels of a Ti~III ! complex.
These perturbations act simultaneously and are treated as
such here. The figure does not imply that a perturbation
scheme has been used in this work.

II. 2T2^e COUPLING IN TRIGONAL SYMMETRY

Since they trigonal field in CsTiS is very large~Sec.
IV !, the vibronic energy levels and theg values will no
longer be described accurately by Ham’s theory.12 Instead
we diagonalize exactly theT2^e problem with any trigonal
field by using a sufficiently large vibronic basis so that both
the calculated energies andg values are independent of the
basis size.

TheT2^e Jahn–Teller coupling matrix is given by

^ju

^hu

^zu

uj& uh& uz&u

S 2 1
2Qx1

A3
2Qy 0 0

0 2 1
2Qx2

A3
2Qy 0

0 0 Qx

D 3A1 ~1!

in terms of the reald-orbitals quantized along the cubic axes.
Here A1 is the linear Jahn–Teller coupling constant. It is
related to the Jahn–Teller stabilization energy by

EJT5A1
2/\v for T2^e coupling, where\v is the wave num-

ber of the Jahn–Teller activee vibration. In the complex
trigonal basis the coupling matrix becomes

^6 1
2 X1u

^6 1
2 X2u

u6 1
2 X0u

u6 1
2 X1& u6 1

2 X2& u6 1
2 X0&

S 0 Q1 2Q2

2Q2 0 2Q1

Q1 Q2 0
D 3A1

2 A1 ~2!

whereQ65(7A1/2)(Qx 6 iQy) andQx ,Qy are the two
components of the degeneratee vibration. This Jahn–Teller
coupling matrix was included in the 10310 electronic matrix
containing the ligand field and spin–orbit coupling as given
by Macfarlane, Wong, and Sturge.11 Each electronic basis
function was then expanded in terms ofn50,1,2,...,nv lev-
els of a two-dimensional harmonic oscillator vibrational ba-
sis. Matrix elements of the Jahn–Teller coupling were then
evaluated and the resulting large complex matrix diagonal-
ized. The total basis size without exploiting the vibronic
symmetries wasN5103 1

23(nv11)(nv12). A fast Lanc-
zos diagonalization routine for real symmetric matrices was
used the find the lowest vibronic energies and wave func-
tions. This meant a further doubling of the size of the origi-
nal complex matrix. A typical calculation withnv521 re-
quired the diagonalization of a 506035060 sparse matrix
with 16 148 nonzero off-diagonal matrix elements.

In addition to these calculations, we also used an effec-
tive (t2

1)2T2 basis corrected for mixing of (e
1)2E to the sec-

ond order. By using this electronic basis the vibronic matrix
was reduced toN533 1

23(nv11)(nv12) as only one com-
ponent of every Kramers doublet needed to be calculated.
The other Kramers component could be generated by per-
forming the time reversal operation. This reduces the com-
putational overhead fornv521 to the diagonalization of a
151831518 real matrix with 5544 nonzero off-diagonal ele-
ments. Both types of calculation gave almost identical re-
sults.

In both cases, the vibronic levels consist of Kramers
doublets, calculated in the absence of an applied magnetic
field. Theg values were then calculated from evaluating the
matrix elements of the Zeeman operator from the zero field
eigenfunctions.

For specific cases of near degenerate vibronic levels~DE
,10 cm21!, the off-diagonal Zeeman terms between vibronic
levels were also evaluated. The calculations were restricted
to linear Jahn–Teller coupling and a single vibrational mode
of cubice symmetry.

In the absence of Jahn–Teller coupling the effective
Hamiltonian in the (t2

1)2T2 multiplet may be written as

H52D t~Lz
22 2

3!1(
a

laLaSa

1(
a

~KaLa12Sa!mBBa . ~3!

The effective ligand field parameters to the second order
are

FIG. 1. ~a! The S6 symmetry of theb alum structure viewed down the
trigonal axis.~b! A schematic representation of the perturbations acting on
thed electronic levels of a Ti~III ! ion.
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D t5y1~y8!2/D,

l5z1~z8!2/D,

lz5l22A2z8y8/D,
~4!

lx5l1A2z8y8/D,

Kz5k22A2k8y8/D,

Kx5k1A2k8y8/D,

whereD is the cubic ligand field splitting of thet2 and e
orbitals,y, z andk are the basic one-electron trigonal field,
spin–orbit coupling and orbital reduction parameters fort2
orbitals, respectively, andy8, z8 andk8 are the corresponding
set connectingt2 ande d-orbitals.

The energy levels of the (t2
1)2T2 multiplet subject to a

Jahn–TellerT2^e coupling and smally have been discussed
in detail by several authors and will not be reproduced
here.11,21,22In this paper we will examine more closely theg
values of the lowest set of vibronic levels.

ForS6 site symmetry, we use the complex trigonal basis:

f16~2G6!5u6 1
2X6&,

f26~G4G5!5cosuu6 1
2X0&1sin uu7 1

2X6&, ~5!

f36~G4G5!5sin uu6 1
2X0&2cosuu7 1

2X6&,

whereX6 andX0 stand for the degenerate and nondegenerate
orbital components of thet2 orbitals, respectively. Ify has a
positive sign then the energy order of the three Kramers dou-
blets isE1,E2,E3 for both the static ligand field limit and
in the presence of linearT2^e coupling. The angleu is
given by

tan 2u5A2lx /~
1
2lz2D t!, ~6!

which is independent of the Jahn–Teller coupling within
Ham’s perturbation treatment of theT2^e model.23 The ac-
curacy of Eq.~6! should deteriorate asy becomes large be-
cause, as we will show, the transition energiesE315E32E1
andE215E22E1 and theg values obtained from an exact
calculation progressively deviate from Ham’s model.

The second order Zeeman Hamiltonian for a2T2 multip-
let in axial symmetry may be written9

H~B!5mB$g1S–B1g2@S–V~E!–B#

1g3@S–V~T2!–B#1K–L–B%, ~7!

where the real cubic tensors are normalized as

V~Eu!51/A6 ~3Lz
222!,

V~Ev !51/A2 ~Lx
22Ly

2!, ~8!

V~T2ab!51/A2 ~LaLb1LbLa!.

The corresponding tensors for trigonal symmetry are

V~Eu6!571/A2 @V~Eu!6 iV~Ev !#,

V~T2x0!51/A3 @V~T2yz!1V~T2xz!1V~T2xy!#, ~9!

V~T2x6!571/A3 @v6V~T2yz!1v7V~T2xz!

1V~T2xy!#,

wherev6521/26i A3/2.
The matrix of the Zeeman Hamiltonian~Eq. 7! with the

trigonal basis@Eq. ~5!# is given in Table I. The explicit forms
of the g values in terms of the effective first and second
orderg values in Eq.~7! are given in Table II. The latter can
be expressed in terms of the basic one-electron ligand field

TABLE I. Matrix of the Zeeman Hamiltonian.a

uf11& uf12& uf21& uf22& uf31& uf32&

^f11u z1 z18 x129 2 iy129 2x128 2 iy128 x139 2 iy139 2x138 2 iy138
^f12u 2z1 x128 2 iy128 x129 1 iy129 x138 2 iy138 x139 1 iy139
^f21u z2 x22iy2 z23 x232 iy23
^f22u 2z2 x231iy23 2z23
^f31u z3 x32iy3
^f32u 2z3

aThe entriesai or ai j stand for the diagonal,
1
2 ga(fi)mBBa , or off-diagonal,

1
2ga(f i ,f j )mBBa , matrix elements

of the Zeeman operator@Eq. ~7!# for the trigonal basis given in Eq.~5!. The explicit forms ofga are given in
Table II. All xi5yi andxi j5yi j .

TABLE II. Second orderg values for a2T2 multiplet in trigonal symmetry.
a

gz1 g122Kz21/(3A3)g3

gz18
2
1
3
g21

A6
9

g3

gz2
c2~u!Sg112

A3
9
g3D 1s2~u!S 2g122Kz1

A3
9
g3D

1s~2u!S 2
1
3g22

)

18
g3D

gz23 s~2u!Sg11Kz1
A3
18

g3D 1c~2u!S 13g21A3
18

g3D
gx128 c(u)(1/(3A2)g221/(3A3)g3)1s(u)(

1
6g221/(3A6)g3)

gx129 c(u)(2
1
6g221/(6A3)g32A2Kx)1s(u)(g111/(6A3)g3)

gx2 c2(u)(g121/(3A3)g3)1s2(u)(21/(3A2)g222/(3A3)g3)

1s~2u!S2A2Kx1
1

6
g21

A6
36

g3D
gx23

s~2u!S 12g11A2
12

g21
A3
18

g3D 2c~2u!S 2A2Kx1
1

6
g21

A6
36

g3D
ac~u!5cos~u!, s~u!5sin~u!, c2~u!5cos2~u!, and so on. The expressions for
ga3 andgx13 are obtained fromga2 andgx12 by replacingc~u! by s~u! and
s~u! by 2c~u!. For all casesgx5gy .
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parameters. Stevens has gone further and determined the ex-
plicit forms in the presence ofT2^e coupling, but for small
y. If we transform his results into our parametric scheme@Eq.
~7!# then we obtain,

g15228k8z8/~3D!24kz f b /~3\v!,

g2528A2k8z8/D12A2kz f b /\v,

g354A3k8z8g/D12A3kz f a /\v, ~10!

Kz5kg22A2y8k8g/D12yk fa /~3\v!,

Kx5kg1A2y8k8g/D2yk fa /~3\v!,

whereg,f a , f b are the standard Ham reduction factors11,12for
Jahn–Teller coupling to a single mode ofe symmetry and
frequency\v. Equation~10! reduces to the static ligand field
model by settingg51, f a50, f b50.

Figure 2 compares the transition energies obtained from
the Ham model and from the exact calculation asy increases.
Similarly, the approximategi and g' values obtained from
Table II and Eq.~10! are compared with the exact values in
Fig. 3.

The agreement between the two calculations is almost
exact fory in the range 0 to 400 cm21 and the differences
remain small fory approaching 800 cm21. Beyondy51000
cm21 the errors in the approximategz1 andE21 values in-
crease almost linearly withy. It is therefore not surprising
that the Ham model works very well for Ti31:Al 2O3 where
y5700 cm21. On the other hand, forb alums wherey.1500
cm21 it is essential to diagonalize theT2^e coupling exactly
in order to obtain accurate values forE21 andgz1.

III. THE g' VALUES FOR f1(2G6) IN TRIGONAL
SYMMETRY

If y has a positive sign then the lowest level of the2T2
multiplet will always bef1~2G6! with g'~2G6!50, in the
presence or absence of Jahn–Teller coupling. However, it is
possible to generate a nonvanishingg' in the limiting case
where the energy gap,E21, is very small and comparable to
the Zeeman energy in an EPR experiment. This limit can be
achieved if the Jahn–Teller coupling is sufficiently large.

We have investigated this problem for the case of
Ti31:Al 2O3 by varying the vibronic coupling while keeping
all other parameters constant. Increasing the vibronic cou-
pling constant,A1, is equivalent to increasing the Jahn–
Teller stabilization energy through the relation
A15@EJT\v#1/2. We found that even ifEJT was raised to 600
cm21 the calculated energy gap,E2153.2 cm21, was still too
large to generate any significantg' in the ground state.

The magnitude ofEJT is restricted by the weak antibond-
ing energy of thet2 orbitals

24 and the typical values ofEJT

that have been used for the Ti31 ion areEJT5200 cm21 and
\v5200 cm21 for Ti31:Al 2O3,

11 and EJT5320 cm21 and
\v5258 cm21 for Ti31:LiNbO3.

14 Similar results are ex-
pected for CsTiS alum and we conclude that for any realistic
value of Jahn–Teller coupling,EJT,600 cm21, it is impos-
sible to account for the observedg'51.14 if the symmetry is
trigonal andy is positive. Therefore, the trigonal symmetry
of the Ti~H2O!6

31 ions must be removed in the low tempera-
ture form of CsTiS.

FIG. 2. Comparison between the transition energiesE21 andE31 obtained
from exact diagonalization ofT2^e coupling ~solid lines! and the corre-
sponding energies obtained from Hams perturbation model~dotted lines!.
@See Eqs.~12a! and~12b! in Ref. 11.# The parameters used wereD519 500
cm21, y850, z5z85120 cm21, k5k850.8,\v5450 cm21, EJT5336 cm21.

FIG. 3. Comparison between theg values of the three lowest vibronic levels
for T2^e coupling which were obtained by exact diagonalization~solid
lines! and from perturbation formulae~dotted lines! given in Eq.~10! and
Table II. The parametersgz2 andgx2 have negative signs. The parameters
gz2, gz3 and gx2 change sign for small values ofy but this behavior was
omitted for clarity. The ligand field parameters are the same as in Fig. 1.
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IV. 2T2 COUPLING AND LOW SYMMETRY
POTENTIALS

The direct productt23t25a11e1[ t1]1t2 shows that
all the low symmetry distortions of the2T2 multiplet can be
described by five real cubic tensorsV(GM ) @see Eq.~8!#.
The matrices ofV(GM ) with the complex trigonal basis
given in Eq.~5! were incorporated into the dynamic Jahn–
Teller calculation. The effect of the low symmetry distor-
tions on the transition energies and theg values of the lowest
set of vibronic levels are displayed in Figs. 4–6, where
D(GM ) is the coefficient of the operatorV(GM ) and gives a
measure of the one-electron splitting of thet2 orbitals. For
example, D(Eu)5(2A6/3)D(t2), where D(t2)5E(t2xy)
2E(t2xz,yz) is the standard one-electron tetragonal
splitting.25

The T2^e calculations were made with the following
ligand field parameters:D519 500 cm21, z5120 cm21, y
51800 cm21, y85250 cm21, k50.75,k85k andz85z. The
y8 parameter was obtained by fitting the ligand field model to
the zero field splitting of the ground state of CsCrS~see Ref.
26! and y was deduced from the effective trigonal field ob-
served in the electronic Raman of CsVS~see Ref. 16! where
y12/3y8;2000 cm21. The active Jahn–Teller mode was as-
sumed to be the skeletalQ(E) vibration with an energy of
450 cm21 ~see Refs. 27 and 28! andEJT was varied to give a
rough agreement with thegi value for CsTiS and was finally
fixed atEJT5336 cm21.

Figure 4 shows that the2T2 multiplet with T2^e cou-
pling and large positivey is characterized by a low lying
excited state atE21556 cm21 and a higher lying state at

E315273 cm21. The transition energies increase slowly with
increasing strain. In this work we will examine more closely
the effect of strain on theg values, illustrated in Figs. 5 and
6.

Figure 5 shows that a very small strain of any symmetry
induces into the ground state level ag' that varies linearly
with D(GM ) and is described by the second order perturba-
tion

g'~f1!>2@D~GM !/E21#^f11xuV~GM !uf22&

3^f22ux129 uf12&. ~11!

As D(GM ) becomes comparable toE21, Eq. ~11! is no
longer accurate. For the caseGM5Eu andT2xy the varia-
tion of g'~f1! can be very accurately described by a 232
matrix involvingf1 andf2 levels. This perturbation model is
less accurate for strains of other symmetry where evidently
the strain coupling tof3 is larger. The basic mechanism for
inducing g'~f1! remains essentially the same for all cases
and we consider in more detail the simple case of strain with
Eu symmetry.

The invariance ofg~f3! values toD(Eu) ~Fig. 6! indi-
cates that the strain mixing off3 with f1 and f2 is very
small. Consider the 232 matrix for thef16 andf27 basis
with diagonal energies 0 andE21, respectively. By applying
this model to the numerical output we deduce,gx129 51.951
and ^f16uV(Eu)uf27&50.35 in units ofD(Eu).

The calculatedg values in strict trigonal symmetry are
gz151.108, gz2522.505, gz351.665, gx2520.057, gx3
51.828. These can be compared with the approximate values
obtained from Eq.~10! and Table II by takingu587.2° @Eq.
~6!#: gz150.71, gz18 520.04, gz2522.96, gz351.90, gx2

FIG. 4. The dependence of the transition energiesE31 andE21 on distortions
with symmetryEu, Ev, T2yz, T2xz, andT2xy, abbreviated asu, v, j, h and
z, respectively. The parameters are the same as in Fig. 1 withy 51800
cm21.

FIG. 5. The effect of distortions on theg values of the ground Kramers
doubletf1~2G6!. The parameters are the same as in Fig. 1 withy 51800
cm21.
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520.10, gx351.84 andgx129 51.86. Furthermore, Eq.~10!
and Table II givegx128 50.02,gx138 50.03,gx139 520.26,gx23
50.02 andgz2350.15. The second order equations evidently
give the correct signs and even useful estimates of theg
values. Clearly, the most important Zeeman matrix element
is the off-diagonalgx129 which is always large because it con-
tains a large contribution fromg1 that is not quenched by the
Jahn–Teller coupling.

If the low symmetry perturbation is diagonalised with
the basisf̄16 and f̄26

f̄165c2f162c1f27 ,
~12!

f̄265c1f161c2f27 ,

wherec2.c1 andc2 is given a positive sign then for the two
lowest levels we obtain

ḡz15c2
2gz12c1

2gz2 ,

ḡz25c1
2gz12c2

2gz2 ,

ḡx1522c1c2gx121c1
2gx2 ,

~13!
ḡy1522c1c2gx122c1

2gx2 ,

ḡx252c1c2gx121c2
2gx2 ,

ḡy252c1c2gx122c2
2gx2 ,

wheregxi5gyi andgx12 is to be identified withgx129 . Actu-
ally, gx12 includes the small contribution ofgx128 because the
full 434 matrix for thef1 andf2 subspace as given in Table
I can always be transformed into 232 matrices.

We now see that the anisotropy in the inducedg' of the
ground state is 2c1

2gx2 and is very small becausec1
2 is very

small. The condition for inducing an apparent axialg' into a
Kramers doublet is thatg';0 in exact axial symmetry and
that the doublet is coupled to another Kramers doublet by
both strain and by an axial off-diagonal Zeeman term.

Thef2 level hasg'5gx2 in exact trigonal symmetry. In
this case, the anisotropy in the apparentg'~f2! is 2c2

2gx2 that
is approximately constant sincec2

2 varies from 1.00 to 0.811
asD(Eu) varies from 0 to 100 cm21 ~Fig. 6!.

V. SOME APPLICATIONS

Figure 5 shows thatg'~f1! is a sensitive detector of
strain of any symmetry. The previous analysis~Sec. IV! can
be applied with very little modification to all (t2

1) 2T2 mul-
tiplets that have a positive axial field,y or D~t2!, of any
magnitude. Table III lists a number of examples which dis-
play a range of low symmetry distortions.

The nonvanishingg' for Ti31:Al 2O3 has already been
attributed to lattice strains but a detailed investigation of a
microscopic mechanism was not pursued.21 If we represent
the distortion byV(Eu) then the observedg';0.14 requires
D(Eu);4 cm21.

The g values of CsTiS can be fitted withD(Eu);56
cm21. In Fig. 6 the curves forgz~f1! and g'~f1! cross at
D(Eu);70 cm21 where theg values are predicted to have
the value 1.31, in good agreement with the isotropic value
observed for deuterated29 CsTiS ~Table III!.

FIG. 6. The effect ofV(Eu) distortion on theg values of the three lowest
vibronic states in theT2^emodel. The parameters are the same as in Fig. 1
with y51800 cm21.

TABLE III. Strain inducedg' for the 2T2 ~f1! Kramers doublet with positivey.a

Experimental Calculated

gi g' Ref. D(Eu)b gi
b

Ti31:Al 2O3 1.07 ;0.14 21 4.1 1.07
Ti31:CsAl~SO4!2•12H2O 1.17 0.23 33 10 1.11

1.19 0.70 30 1.16
1.24 0.93 43 1.20

CsTi~SO4!2•12H2O 1.25 1.14 3 56 1.25
CsTi~SO4!2•12D2O 1.31 1.31 29 70 1.31
Ti31:NH3CH3Al ~SO4!2•12H2O 1.40 1.61 32 110 1.44

af1 transforms asMJ56
3
2 for J5

3
2.

bThe observedg' was used to estimateD(Eu) in cm21 ~Fig. 5!, which was then used to predictgi , given in the
last column. Separate calculations were made for Ti31:Al 2O3.
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NH3CH3AlS is a b alum that has a ferroelectric transi-
tion at 177 K where the cubic space group changes to Pca21.
Low symmetry ligand fields are indicated by the EPR of
Cr31:NH3CH3AlS, measured below 177 K.31 All b alums
have large and positivey. Accordingly, the previous
analysis23,32 of the EPR and spin-lattice relaxation rates of
Ti31:NH3CH3AlS have to be corrected.

The g values of Ti31:NH3CH3AlS measured below 5 K
~Table III! can be fitted to an arbitraryV(Eu) strain. The
observedg'51.61 requiresD(Eu);110 cm21 andgi is pre-
dicted to be 1.44, in fair agreement with the observed
gi51.40.

Two features in the earlier work on Ti31:NH3CH3AlS
may be important. Firstly, the spin-relaxation time has a
large dependence on the direction of the applied magnetic
field.23 The relaxation time is a maximum whenB lies along
the @111# direction and drops sharply asB deviates away
from the @111# direction. In contrast to the earlier analysis,
we suggest that the orbit-lattice interaction and the off-
diagonal Zeeman term~x129 in Table I! provide the most ef-
ficient second-order amplitude for the angular dependence of
the spin-lattice relaxation time.

This suggestion lends support to the earlier
interpretation33 of the EPR of Ti31:CsAlS. In this case the
EPR shows fine structure spread over;300 gauss and has
been interpreted to consist of at least three distinct chemical
species with apparent axial symmetry. ‘‘The intensity of the
lines decreased very rapidly as the magnetic field diverges
from the direction of the cube diagonal.’’33 If we use the
reportedg' to fix the value ofD(Eu) then the predictedgi

will correspond closely to the empiricalgi values~Table III!.
The second feature of the EPR of Ti31:NH3CH3AlS is

that the reported line width of;20 gauss32 is much smaller
than the value of 250 gauss observed for CsTiS. The latter
value is much larger than that expected for pure magnetic
dipole interaction.3 It seems possible that just as for
Ti31:CsAlS, the EPR of CsTiS may consist of several unre-
solved chemical species with different low symmetry fields.
Such details will require precise information on the crystal
structure at low temperatures.

In the analysis of the data in Table III we have used an
arbitrary distortion ofEu symmetry. In all cases the ground
state is2T2 (

2E) and is subject to a Jahn–Teller distortion.
The direct product of the trigonal speciesE requires the dis-
torting potentials to be ofEu6 andT2x6 symmetry in the
parent cubic symmetry@Eq. ~7!#. The large trigonal fieldy
stabilises the (t2

1) 2E state and it is unlikely that the distor-
tions will be of Eu6 type, which involve compression and
elongation of the strong sigma M–O bonds and tend to de-
stroy they trigonal field. Rather, the distortions should be of
T2x6 symmetry, which involve the lower-energy bending or
angular distortions of M–O bonds. Therefore, it is not sur-

prising that theD(Eu) parameters in Table III are very
small. Furthermore, Fig. 4 suggests that the dependence of
gx,y~f1! on T2yz, T2xz, T2xy and hence onT2x6 potentials
@Eq. ~9!#, may be represented empirically by an effective or
average operatorV(Eu).

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The low temperature paramagnetic properties of CsTiS
are largely determined by the two lowest vibronic levels that
are coupled by a large trigonal Zeeman term that operates in
the direction perpendicular to the molecular trigonal axis.
This off-diagonal Zeeman term should make the spin-lattice
relaxation time sharply dependent on the direction of the
applied magnetic field and can be easily induced into both
the ground and excited vibronic levels by small low-
symmetry distortions.
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